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The battle is on for 2016 Horse of the Year
By Derick Giwner
It certainly is crowded at the top. If voters
were forced to choose a Standardbred Horse of
the Year candidate today, the results could be
quite interesting.
In the current Hambletonian Society/
Breeders Crown poll of 38 industry insiders,
seven different horses received first-place
votes this week as the best in North America.
Interestingly, those seven don’t even include
top 3-year-old pacer Racing Hill or Hambletonian favorite Southwind Frank.
Let’s take a look at the current contenders as
they appear on my ballot as of August 18. I’ll
include my morning line for the Horse of the
Year and their current poll ranking.

1 – Wiggle It Jiggleit (Poll Rank #1 / 5-2)
The gutsy gelding was actually ranked
second on my list last week but moved up by
defeating Always B Miki and the rest of the
top older pacers in the Dan Patch at Hoosier
Park on August 12. The ‘Team Teague’ 4-yearold leads North America in earnings by just
over $180,000 at $1,016,927 and is one of only
two horses on the earnings leaderboard with
double-digit wins (11) in 2016.
At this point the Horse of the Year title is
Wiggle It Jiggleit’s to lose, but he also has a
long road ahead versus perhaps the toughest
division in the sport. Can he become the first
horse to win the title in back to back years
since Moni Maker in 1998/1999? I wouldn’t bet
against him.

2 – Hannelore Hanover (Rank #3 / 5-1)
This 4-year-old trotting mare has a virtually spotless record in 2016 with 12 wins and
one second in 13 starts. She sits tenth in earn-

Nikki Sherman

Wiggle It Jiggleit currently leads all
standardbreds in earnings for 2016.

ings despite arguably racing in the division
with the weakest purse structure and already
beat the boys in the Hambletonian Maturity at
The Meadowlands.
I had her ranked #1 last week and she won,
but a win in a leg of the Miss Versatility doesn’t
stack up with a Dan Patch victory. The road
to a title for Hannelore Hnaover will likely
require her to win nearly all of her races and
perhaps beat the boys one more time.

3 – Betting Line (Rank #6 / 5-1)
Betting Line just doesn’t seem to be garnering respect. How is he sixth in the standings
with only one loss this year and eight straight
wins under his halter? That just boggles my
mind. Yes, he was beating up on Ontario-bred
competition instead of facing the best Grand
Circuit foes, but he did step out and win the
Milstein at Northfield last week. The Casie
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Coleman-trained colt also sits second among
all 3-year-old pacers in earnings at $721,830.
If Betting Line can keep winning, it will be
hard to deny him a Horse of the Year crown.
That said, it seems highly unlikely that he
can keep his winning streak alive while
facing quality colts like Racing Hill and
Control The Moment week after week.

4 – Always B Miki (Rank #2 / 5-1)
Always B Miki is one of the finest physical
specimens in the sport and he currently sits
tied with Mel Mara as the fastest of 2016 with
two 1:47 miles to his credit. He was everybody’s darling a few weeks ago while sitting
in the top spot on the poll, but consecutive
losses certainly should take a toll on his
standing. Despite the recent failures, he still
holds a strong 10-6-3-0 record for the year.
While many horses will have to win almost
all of their races to be in the Horse of the Year
picture, Always B Miki is one of those showstopper type horses that could gain votes

via his flare alone. If he wins the Canadian
Pacing Derby, Breeders Crown and TVG
Pace while finally breaking the 1:46 4/5 world
record benchmark along the way, does it
matter if he also lost a couple of races along
the way?

5 – Racing Hill (Rank #7 / 8-1)
He has danced every major dance and has
the most earnings in his division ($836,702) to
prove it. Despite a rock solid record of 9-4-4-1
and stakes wins in the Hempt and Adios,
Racing Hill somehow sits below Control The
Moment (5th), who has a 8-4-1-1 tally and
more than $150k less in earnings.
Winning Horse of the Year will be very
difficult for this son of Roll With Joe considering his competition in the 3-year-old pacing
colt division, but if he can pick up Saturday’s Battle of the Brandywine, the Little
Brown Jug and a Breeders Crown, he would
certainly be in the picture.

6 – Marion Marauder (Rank #4 / 8-1)
The fact that Marion Marauder is fourth in

the poll shows you the power and prestige of
a Hambletonian win. The trotting colt wasn’t
even in the top 10 prior to the big race on
August 6 and now he is considered one of the
best horses in the North America.
Like the sophomore pacing colts above,
Marion Marauder is only limited in his ability to win Horse of the Year by the fact that
he must face a tough group including Southwind Frank, Sutton, Bar Hopping and others.

7 – Control The Moment (Rank #5 / 12-1)
I respect the fact that he has won the Meadowlands Pace and three straight, but I’m not
sure that is enough to put him even in the
Horse of the Year picture in my book. Let him
go out and win the Battle of the Brandywine
on Saturday and we can talk.

8 – Southwind Frank (Rank #8 / 12-1)
He won the Beal and the Stanley Dancer,
but overcoming a Hambletonian loss is difficult when looking for top honors at the end
of the year. That being said, he has too much
talent to push aside as a non-contender.

Eight race win streak is on the line in Battle of the Brandywine
By Derick Giwner
Eight is great, but when you are referring
to a winning streak nine is clearly superior.
On Saturday night at The Downs at Pocono,
Betting Line will vie for his ninth consecutive
victory in the $500,000 Battle of the Brandywine, one of three major stakes races featuring the best 3-year-olds in North America.
The run of success began for Betting Line
way back in May with a win in a conditioned
race at Mohawk and has seen the son of
Bettor’s Delight pick up large checks in the
$780,000 North America Cup at Mohawk and
$300,000 Milstein Memorial at Northfield
Park. His only loss in nine 2016 starts came in
his first race of the year when he was a closing
second.
Throughout the streak Betting Line has
dealt with some self-inflicted adversity. In his
Milstein victory on August 13, the colt made
a break on the final turn but was still able to
draw off for driver David Miller to net a four
length win in 1:51 over the half-mile oval
which was rated good. Trainer Casie Coleman
explained that Betting Line doesn’t exactly
enjoy being restrained during the mile.
“You just can’t grab him up. (Driver) Jonathan (Drury) grabbed him up a couple of times
at Mohawk to keep him from coming home in
25 seconds and he did the same thing. When
you take a hold of him he gets to running in
and that’s when he touches himself,” said
Coleman on the reason for the break. “David
(Miller) told me that as soon as he got him
back pacing he was perfect through the wire.
“I’m definitely changing his gear around
for next week and the bigger track should
help too,” said Coleman, who will take Betting
Line’s hobbles in a bit and do some minor vet
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Betting Line hasn’t lost a race since
Mayand looks for nine straight wins on
Saturday at Pocono.

work in preparation for Saturday.
The Battle of the Brandywine represents
the stiffest competition Betting Line has faced
since the North America Cup, when he took
on fellow divisional leaders Racing Hill and
Control The Moment. Since finishing second
in the Cup Final, Racing Hill has gone on to
win the Max Hempt at Pocono and Adios at The
Meadows while Betting Line faced Ontariosired foes in Canada. Similarly, Control The
Moment has stayed in New Jersey, winning
the Meadowlands Pace and Cane Pace during
that span.
The post position Gods were kindest to
Betting Line and Racing Hill in the rematch
of the top three Cup finishers. Betting Line
drew post one with Miller again in the bike
while Racing Hill starts from the three-hole
for regular pilot Brett Miller. Control The
Moment, who is riding a three-race winning
streak, starts from post eight with Brian

Sears at the helm.
For Coleman, she is not at all surprised
about the colt’s success and is hoping for more
of the same going forward. “Each race I’ve
had him, I’ve felt that he has been the best. I
just hope he stays sound and healthy,” said the
trainer.
Assuming he does stay sound, Coleman has
mapped out a schedule that includes a Gold
Sire Stakes race and Simcoe at Mohawk, the
Little Brown Jug in Ohio, the Super Final
back in Canada and the Breeders Crown at
The Meadowlands. Absent from the plan is a
trip to the Red Mile, since Betting Line is not
eligible to any of the Grand Circuit events over
the fast mile track.
“I’m considering supplementing him to
Lexington (Tattersalls Pace, October 9), but
he has a tight schedule and he has a race
(Super Final, October 15) six days later at
Mohawk for a quarter-million,” said Coleman,
who went on to explain her possible reasoning for a trip to the Red Mile. “He is a stud and
hopefully going to be pointed at stallion duty
at some point. I think he could do some sort of
big speed mile there.”
When asked if Betting Line, who currently
has a lifetime mark of 1:47 4/5 set in the North
America Cup, would be aiming for a time
around 1:47, Coleman was aiming a bit higher.
“That or more. At Lexington, Red Mile, if
someone is setting fractions for him, I’d love
to see how fast he can go.”
Before Betting Line reaches October he
must first best his eight rivals in the 13th race
on Saturday, the tail leg of an all-stakes pick
three that includes the $500,000 Colonial for
sophomore trotters and the $350,000 Valley
Forge for 3-year-old fillies.
Post time for the Saturday card is 6:30 p.m.

Focus should be on New York for SOA President Joe Faraldo
JAYWALKING
By Jay Bergman
Voters in New Jersey hold the fate of the
harness racing world this November as
passage of an amendment to allow casinos in
North Jersey is vital to the survival of both
harness and thoroughbred racing.
So important is this passage that Joe
Faraldo, the head of the Standardbred
Owners Association of New York (Yonkers),
felt it necessary to send out his own editorial
on the subject to select writers.
Mr. Faraldo does have credentials, doing
his part to assist horsemen to achieve the
“best” deal possible at Yonkers in the way
of securing a guaranteed number of racing
dates and a fixed percentage of revenue unrivaled in North America.
His editorial calls for New Jersey horseman’s groups to align separately from racetrack ownership in an attempt to forge the
best possible deal from the lawmakers in
Trenton.
While Mr. Faraldo’s experience in New
York is certainly admirable, it goes without
saying that conditions throughout North
America, and specifically in areas where
racing and casinos have teamed up, have
changed radically since he was able to work
out an arrangement for the horsemen from
Yonkers.
The ballot issue in November has forced
interested parties to spend large sums of
money just for the “chance” to hopefully bid
on a casino should the measure pass. That’s
not exactly similar to an effort that required
no public support back in 2001 in New York.
Then there is the fact that this is a “casino”
bill that would severely impact Atlantic City
interests. Horsemen certainly want to be
protected, but so too do owners of Atlantic
City casinos and the workers they employ.
Surely Mr. Faraldo has to notice that while
he is a horseman’s advocate, the terrain across
the George Washington Bridge is far different
than the one he had to canvas in Albany.

What’s disappointing about Mr. Faraldo’s
letter and the timing of it is that it once again
escalates a personal fight he has carried on
with Jeff Gural for what appears to be an
eternity.
Motives are at the forefront of almost all
speech and one would think that Mr. Faraldo
might be better served to pay far closer attention to the events taking place nightly at
Yonkers Raceway.
Unless he’s been too focused on New
Jersey, Mr. Faraldo should have noticed that
Monticello, a track that dwarfs Yonkers in
purse structure, manages to out-handle it
every Tuesday afternoon. Handle figures on
Friday and Saturday night have continued
to drop and even the closure of the Meadowlands, post-Hambletonian, did nothing to
give a boost to the Yonkers betting this past
weekend.
We’ve already held up the applause sign
for efforts to bring international wagering to Yonkers Raceway. More troubling is
the shrinking pools for those betting on the
Yonkers product in North America.
Can Europe really save everything Mr.
Faraldo helped build for his New York horsemen?
While the Meadowlands indeed suffered
this meet due to shortage of quality horses,
Yonkers has an abundance of horses. Yet,
somehow, despite sporting the top purses
in North America, bettors have shied away
from what should be the “best” the sport has
to offer.
Here’s where Mr. Faraldo and his Standardbred Owners of New York may need to
be looking at before those in power in Albany
start looking over their shoulders. While
large purses have assured Yonkers regulars
a solid living over the last nine years, handle
on the races has sagged. Apparently there is
no correlation between purse structure and
betting handle.
What appears to be more of a reality at
Yonkers is just how easy it is for drivers and
trainers to earn money without having to
work very hard for it.
Competition has gone out the window as
the assurance of a check has helped to open
up holes on the first turn, or for that matter
allow the first five horses in line to “sit-in”

otherwise risk finishing sixth and earning
no check.
There’s no question Yonkers has the highest caliber stock in North America on display.
What it doesn’t have is the most competitive
racing.
Before Ohio received slot machines, Northfield Park was the most competitive half-mile
track in North America and bettors preferred
it to Yonkers even though the purse disparity
was huge.
Instead of focusing on the horsemen in the
Garden State, I would suggest Mr. Faraldo
take a much closer look at the activity, or lack
thereof on the racetrack at Yonkers and try
to inject his knowledge to remedy a problem
that is sure to “kill” the sport if the wrong
people take an interest.
It is the belief from this corner that the
betting public is a bit smarter than perhaps
either Mr. Faraldo or Mr. Gural. They know
when they see real competition and they
know when there is real opportunity to make
money.
Yonkers should have not only the best
horses, but the best betting product as well.
What’s lacking is necessity.
Horsemen have become way too comfortable with the conditions and work around
them to benefit themselves while failing to
give the bettors a reasonable run for their
money.
While legislation was necessary to pump
life into this sport in 2001, it is sad that 15
years later horsemen still are averse to
making critical changes to the purse breakdown in order to force more competitive
racing.
This shouldn’t be a voting issue of the
horsemen or their leader. This should be a
mandate for all those competing at Yonkers.
Only when the top three finishers in a race
are the only horses to earn a check will all
drivers be forced to keep holes closed and
pull before the half.
It would be a courageous move by Mr.
Faraldo to lead his group to make the needed
changes to actually improve the caliber of
each race, rather than go back in time and
speak of his greatest accomplishments.
The bettors have already voted with their
dollars and they are clearly going elsewhere.
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Burke duo look to upend Hambo winner in Colonial Trot
By Jay Bergman
Saturday’s $500,000 Colonial Trot for 3-yearolds has been billed as a rematch between
Hambletonian champion Marion Marauder
and runner-up Southwind Frank, but that’s
not exactly the way trainer Ron Burke looks at
the race slated for The Downs at Mohegan Sun
Pocono.
“I think Dayson has as good a shot as any,”
Burke said in regard to his sophomore that
drew the rail in the field of nine.
“Since we put the hobbles back on he’s been
much better,” said Burke.
Dayson won seven of eight starts as a 2-yearold wearing the trotting hobbles, but after joining the Burke stable the sport’s leading conditioner made changes.
“I think the hobbles definitely slow them
down a little,” said Burke, defending his
attempt to not only make Dayson better as a
sophomore but faster as well.
It wasn’t much of a surprise that Burke voted
to put hobbles back on Dayson considering
the highly-ranked gelding made breaks as the
favorite in the Goodtimes at Mohawk in June
and then ran once again in the Beal final at
Pocono in July.
After that last break in stride, Burke put
hobbles on and three days later Dayson won a
qualifier and since has captured three straight
races, including a track record 1:54 2/5 mile

in a New York Sire Stakes race at Saratoga on
August 9.
That victory came just four days after Dayson
went down the road in a 1:51 2/5 effort the night
before the Hambo at The Meadowlands, a time
that was faster than all three Hambletonian
dashes the following afternoon.
With Yannick Gingras committed to Southwind Frank, David Miller gets the call on
Dayson from the pole position in Saturday’s
12th race.
As for Southwind Frank, Burke says he’s
still tinkering with the horse and his equipment looking for the right combination to get
the most from the son of Muscle Hill.
“We’ve made some changes and I’m hoping
that we’ll get to the point where people see
Southwind Frank perform like we believe he’s
capable of,” said Burke, who clearly has not lost
an ounce of confidence in the colt.
“He wasn’t perfect in the Hambletonian but
he only lost by a nose,” said Burke. Southwind
Frank has the aforementioned Gingras in the
bike from post six.
With two horses in the field, Burke may be
in a great position to turn the tables on Marion
Marauder. The Hambletonian winner drew
post two and that has to be a blessing for trainer
Paula Wellwood and driver Scott Zeron. The
son of Muscle Hill raced from off the pace in
both elimination and final of the Hambletonian and seems likely to be in the same position
this Saturday.

Trainer Julie Miller had two in the final of
the Hambletonian and both have entered the
Colonial. Sutton was a solid closing third after
showing quick speed at the start in the Hambletonian final. Andy Miller elected to guide the
son of Donato Hanover, who appears to be
improving with every start this year, from post
seven. Milligans School will start from post
three with Brian Sears in the sulky. Also bred
in Pennsylvania, Milligans School captured a
Beal consolation at Pocono in early July, his
last victory.
Trainer Jimmy Takter has two as well in the
Colonial, with Love Matters (post 5) returning
on short rest after capturing a Pennsylvania
Sire Stakes event at The Meadows on Tuesday
afternoon. Bar Hopping, a Hambletonian elimination winner but fifth in the final, didn’t get
any favors in the draw for the Colonial landing
post eight. The son of Muscle Hill was compromised as well in the Beal final, drawing post
nine on that occasion before finishing third.
Tim Tetrick will steer Bar Hopping.
Rounding out the field for the Colonial are
Hititoutofthepark (Corey Callahan) from post
four and Waitlifter K (Matt Kakaley) with post
nine. The latter finished fourth missing just a
length in the $1 million Hambletonian final.
Pocono has 14 races on its Super Stakes
program that also includes the $500,000 Battle
of the Brandywine for sophomore male pacers
and the $350,000 Valley Forge for 3-year-old
filly pacers. First post is slated for 6:30 p.m.
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Undefeated Candlelight Dinner at Mohawk
By Derick Giwner
While much of the focus is on the 3-yearolds racing at Pocono this Saturday, there
is a rookie filly pacer racing north of the
border at Mohawk who deserves at least a
piece of the spotlight. Candlelight Dinner
will attempt to keep her perfect record
intact in the first of two C$105,550 divisions
of the Eternal Camnation series.
Through two qualifiers and three parimutuel races, Candlelight Dinner has
never tasted defeat or for that matter had
an anxious moment. The Casie Colemantrained 2-year-old has won each of her
races by at least 4-1/2 lengths and sports an
impressive total margin of victory from her
five wins of 29-1/4 lengths.
“She is crazy talented,” said Coleman.
“You’d think she was a 3-year-old. She has
big long hobbles on her already. I’ve raced a
lot of nice fillies, but so far at this point she
is the best I’ve seen.”
Candlelight Dancer will start from post
five against seven foes with Jonathan Drury
taking his usual seat in the bike. The daughter of American Ideal will head behind the
gate for the third of 11 races on the card.
In the second division, race nine, Bettors
Up appears to be the filly to beat following
consecutive wins against Pennsylvania Sire
Stakes foes.
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Candlelight Dinner has never tasted
defeat in three career starts.

Not only is Candlelight Dinner the
best filly, she could be the best 2-year-old
racing at Mohawk on Saturday. Her 1:52 2/5
winning time in the Whenuwishuponastar
Final at Mohawk on August 4 stamps her as
faster than the 17 colts and geldings racing
in split divisions of the Nassagaweya on the
same program.
The undefeated Bettors Dream (3 for 3)
and Ideal Wheel (2 for 2) will attempt to keep
rolling along in races five and seven, respectively.
Post time at Mohawk on Saturday night is
7:30 p.m.

Stakes Guide 8/19 - 8/21
FRI 8/19 NYSS at SARATOGA		
fRI 8/19	pass at tHE mEADOWS
fri 8/19	ohss at scioto		
fri 8/19 kindergarten at vernon	
sat 8/20	battle of brandywine at pocono
Key Horses: Betting Line, Racing Hill, Control
The Moment
sat 8/20 colonial at pocono
Key horses: Marion Maruder, Southwind Frank
sat 8/20	valley forge at pocono
Key Horses: Pure Country, Darlinonthebeach
sat 8/20	nyss at batavia
sat 8/20	inss at hoosier park
sat 8/20	nassagaweya at mohawk
Key Horses: Ideal Wheel, Bettors Dream
sat 8/20	eternal camnation at mohawk
Key Horses: Candlelight Dinner, Bettors Up
sat 8/20	ohss at northfield
sat 8/20 cup & saucer at charlottetown
Key Horses: Foiled Again, Limelight Beach
sun 8/21	prix d’ete at trois rivieres
Key Horses: Wiggle It Jiggleit, Rockin Ron
sun 8/21	onss gold at rideau carelton
sun 8/21 kyss finals at red mile
sun 8/21	nyss at tioga
sun 8/21	empire breeders classic at tioga
Key Horses: Roll Away Joe, Missile J

VIP Stable says small owners are not priced out of the game
Following Darin Zoccali’s article titled, Small
Owners Are Priced Out of the Game, Tom
Janes from the VIP Internet Stable wrote
us to dispute some of Darin’s claims.
I believe the recent article by Darin
Zoccali entitled “Small owners are priced
out of the game” should be re-titled “Even
Small owners can get in the game”………
As the co-manager of VIP Internet Stable
(a racehorse syndication founded in 1999)
we take pride in providing opportunities
for the small investor to own a piece of
a racehorse. Darin is certainly correct
in mentioning that it’s very difficult to
compete against the deep pockets of some
of the prominent owners and trainers in
the game. However, it’s not impossible…….
This past August we debated long and
hard with our trainer (John Butenschoen)
about putting our Yankee Glide trotter
(Hititoutofthepark) into the Hambo. We
opted for other opportunities, but here’s
an $18,000 yearling purchase who is no
doubt a top 15 three year old trotter (with
over $260,000 in earnings). Our members
could have purchased a small 2.5% interest in this trotter for $450 and only had to
deal with bills averaging less than $100 a

month (that’s not including all the purse
money he’s earned)……
Okay, well anybody can get lucky with
one horse you might say. However, we
have other promising two year olds that
were purchased for $32,000 (Giveitgasandgo – already a PA Sires Stakes winner),
$50,000 (What’s Goin On – NY Sire Stakes
winner), $30,000 (Emerald City of Oz an
Ohio Sire Stakes winner). $20,000 (Cougar
Bait – stakes winner who recently set the
track record at Tioga), etc., etc…….
I’m not writing this to be an advertisement for our stable, but just pointing out
that there’s certainly room for even the
“small guy” in this game…….There’s no
doubt that we’re up against it when going
against the big boys, but there’s power in
numbers. The more small owners that
get into the game, the better the chance of
tilting the applecart away from the super
stables. VIP Stable currently has over 100
members that can attest to the fact that
“Even small owners can get in the game”.

And a few more things...
Hititoutofthepark’s earnings are now
over $270K as he’ll be trying the big boys in
the 500K Colonial on Saturday. Going to be
a tough task, but still exciting for all those
involved……
In my previous email I only mentioned

our younger horses. However, we also
owned millionaire River Shark (who
raced in the Jug for us) as well as $19,000
purchase Duel In The Sun (KYSS winner
with earnings over $500k), Allstar Partner
who was a $10,000 purchase (PASS winner)
with earnings now over $450,000……..My
point being that it is very possible for the
small guy to get involved in a good horse
at reasonable price with a partnership…….
I actually wrote an editorial a few
months back for Harness Racing Update
where I mentioned that the industry wants
new owners, yet doesn’t openly support
syndications such as VIP Stable. I used the
Jerry Maguire line of “Help Me Help You”
(in that editorial) as it truly applies to racehorse ownership. If the industry (breeders, racetracks and the USTA) promoted
syndications, that our low entry costs
would allow hundreds of new owners to
get involved. However, very few are willing to support us with this approach as
they want us to pay (for advertising) to
support their sport………As I mentioned in
that same article, VIP Stable isn’t my livelihood, but it can support the industry that
pays the salaries of many individuals...
“Help Me Help You”…..
Thanks for your time…….Tom Janes
VIP Internet Stable, LLC

